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Abstract:

Medication is an important aspect that has long existed and it continues growing from time to time. The development of hospitals, clinics, medical centers and research institutions in medicine also show increasing based on that developments. Besides, the growth of alternative treatment centers based on Islamic treatment also strongly formed with increasing of demand and response from community. Through the method of interview and questionnaire, the study was conducted on seventy (70) founder of the Islamic treatment center in Malaysia to obtain data on their views and perception of the direction and development of alternative Islamic treatment centers. Based on the approach of inductive and descriptive analysis, the study was performed on the entire data. The study found that, based on the development and rapid growth, demonstrating the existence of opportunities and plenty of space to accommodate alternative medication based on Islam, in line with modern medicine now or to be complementary in modern medicine to treat the disease. Although the rapid grow of alternative Islamic treatment centers, but it face many dilemmas and complaints from various quarters.
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